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Abstract
Unprocessed components fabricated by metal additive manufacturing (AM) tend to be too rough for
immediate implementation and require post-processing to allow for proper physical contact, fit and
suitability. Utilization of metal AM for the fabrication of dental prostheses requires a smooth finish to
prevent the formation of a biofilm and possible inflammatory responses. Standard polishing protocols
utilize hand tools and rotary burs to create a mirror polished finish but may not be possible for some
small and intricate devices. Dry electropolishing technology (DET) is an automated process for metal
AM parts that employs electropolishing by ion transport using free solid bodies, based in a solid media.
This preliminary investigation explored dry electropolishing technology on an additive manufactured
Ti-6Al-4V implant abutment. The abutments were fabricated with additive manufacturing in dental
grade titanium Ti-64 (titanium 6-aluminum 4-vanadium) using Selective Laser Melting (SLM).
Components were photographed with a USB microscope at a magnification of 200x, prior to and after
DET. The novel dental abutment was evaluated with magnification, a preclinical assessment and
evaluation with radiology. DET provided significant polishing of the pin projections, abutment surface
and circumference. There was no tactile evidence of thread slippage or excessive play and there were no
microgaps detected. The fit seemed clinically acceptable. DET technology seems to provide a simple
and predictable post-processing technique that provides surface polishing with Ti-64 dental implant
components that cannot be finished by conventional methods.

Introduction
Computer Aided Milling (CAM), or simply
milling, remains the most common method
of metal prostheses fabrication in dentistry
[1,2]. However, several investigators [3,4]
have explored novel workflows utilizing
metal additive manufacturing (AM) for the
fabrication of dental prosthesis. Kalman [5]

has fabricated and tested Ti-64 dental implants
components, specifically a novel abutment, in Ti64. The workflow employed a hybrid approach to
fabrication, AM for production, and subtractive
manufacturing for manually creating the threads
with a die. Due to the intricate design and small
size (Figure 1), standard polishing utilizing rotary
instruments was not feasible and other approaches
required further investigation.
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Figure 1. Novel dental implant abutment scaled against a Canadian nickel (with 20mm
diameter).
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Dental prostheses require a smooth finish to prevent the
formation of a biofilm [6,7,8], which can have an unfavourable
impact on the oral health of the patient and the outcome of
the treatment [9,10]. Dental implant components should also
exhibit a smooth surface finish, to prevent the accumulation
of biofilms [7,8,11] and the development of peri-mucositis and
per-implantitis [12,13]. Currently, peri-implantitis is evident
with 22% of patients rehabilitated with dental implant therapy
[14].
The unprocessed products fabricated by metal AM tend
to be too rough for immediate implementation and must be
finished to allow proper physical contact, fit and suitability
[15,16]. As polishing remains a critical step in post-processing
of AM devices, especially with medical devices [17,18], there
are different approaches to create a smooth surface.
Standard polishing protocols utilize hand tools and rotary
burs to remove material and create a mirror polished finish <
1 µm Ra [19,20]. The amount of polishing of final components
needs to be determined, from brushed or matte to mirror finish.
This approach is labour and time intensive, removes material
and is limited by the size of the component and geometry. For
some devices, this approach is not possible.
Electropolishing is a general method of polishing
that involves ion activity to smooth surfaces [21]. Dry
electropolishing technology (DET) (DryLyte: GPAInnova,
Barcelona, Spain) is a specific automated polishing system for
metal parts that employs electropolishing by ion transport
using free solid bodies, based in a solid media [22-23]. DET
is able to polish different metal surfaces without unwanted
scratches or markings and maintains homogeneity across the
entire surface of the object [22-23]. It has the ability to provide
a smooth finish to complex geometries [22-23]. Although
some solution-based polishing methods smooth a surface by
removing material from the edges [21], DET takes a different
approach as it maintains intentionally sharp edges without
causing blunting. The surface of the components become
significantly flatter, but the intended shape of the object has
not been distorted [22-23].
This preliminary investigation explored an in vitro
assessment of dry electropolishing technology on a novel
additive manufactured Ti-6Al-4V dental implant abutment.

USB microscope with similar orientations, to evaluate the polish.
The finalized version of the novel dental abutment was further
evaluated using a preclinical assessment including (1) threading
the abutment into an implant analogue and assessing the fit and
play (2) by hand torqueing to approximately 15 Ncm and (3)
evaluation with a digital radiograph to identify the seating and
any microgaps.

Results

Figure 2A depicts the implant component before DET while
Figure 2B depicts the component after DET. DET appears to
smooth out the surface roughness, i.e. reduce the coarseness, but
there is still surface topography.

Figure 2. Figures 2A (left) is the implant abutment component before
DET and 2B (right) is the component after DET. Width of component
is 4.5mm.

Figure 3A depicts an implant abutment iteration before DET,
and after (Figure 3B). DET provided significant polishing of the
pin projections and the abutment surface, but minimal polishing
of the abutment circumference.

Materials and methods

Several dental implant abutment components (Figures 2-4)
were fabricated with an additive manufacturing workflow [3]
using Ti-64. The components were designed with Fusion 360
software (Autodesk, San Rafael, California, USA), were optimized
and printed in dental grade titanium Ti-64 (titanium 6-aluminum
4-vanadium) using Selective Laser Melting (SLM) technology
with a Renishaw AM 400 laser melting system (Renishaw PLS,
Gloucestershire, United Kingdom). Metallic powder was melted
and fused with an average diameter between 30-50 µm [24].
Post-processing involved heat treatment, bead blasting (Ceramic,
Zirblast B120, Saint-Gobain ZirPro, France) and fixation with
a custom stabilization jig for the thread placement on the final
abutment design (Figure 4). The components were not physically
polished, due to the small size and intrinsic geometry.
The components were photographed with a USB microscope
(Dino-Lite, Torrance, USA) at maximum magnification of 200x,
prior to DET. The components were delivered to a DLyte facility
and underwent standard DET protocols and were then returned.
The polished components were photographed with the same
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Figure 3. Figures 3A (left) is the implant abutment before DET and
3B (right) is the abutment after DET. Maximum width of abutment is
4.5mm

Figure 4A depicts the finalized design of implant abutment
before DET and Figure 4B depicts after the process. DET
provided significant polishing of the pin projections, abutment
surface and circumference.
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Figure 4. Figures 4A (left) is the finalized implant abutment before
DET and 4B (right) is the abutment after DET. Maximum width of
abutment is 4.5mm.

Figure 5 depicts the abutment threads, that torque into a dental
implant. The threads seam to remain unaffected by the DET.

Figure 5. Abutment threads. Width of shaft is 2.1 mm.

Figure 6A depicts the DET polished abutment with an implant
analogue. The abutment was hand torqued to approximately 15
Ncm. There was no tactile evidence of thread slippage or excessive
play and a dental explorer could not detect any microgaps. The
fit seemed clinically acceptable. Figure 6B is a radiograph of
the DET polished abutment threaded into an abutment. The fit
seemed clinically acceptable and unaffected by DET.
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Figure 6. Figures 6A (left) illustrates the post-DET abutment and
implant fit and 6B (right) is a radiograph of the post-DET abutment
and implant.

Discussion

DET provides a process to polish AM components that may
not be polished through other conventional approaches, as
is the case with this investigation. DET seems to provide an
adequate surface polish, but still retains the surface topography
and does not affect the threading. The threaded component may
have been clamped during the DET process. The components
would have benefited from an initial abrasive rotary smoothing
of the surface to provide a homogeneous finish, which is
recommended in the DET protocol, but the component was so
small with intrinsic geometry that this was not practical.
As the DET process employs a dental holder, the AM
components may require the incorporation of a ‘sprue’ to permit
proper submersion for complete polishing. DET provides
polishing for titanium and cobalt-chromium. Although the
cost of polishing was waived, the cost of the capital investment
of the unit and the automated polishing process should be
weighed against the labour costs of time-intensive manual
polishing. Time comparison would also have to account for this
automated post-processing approach.
An understanding of the specific AM process, which
fabricates components with a different micro-structure than
milling, is also required to appreciate the pre-process structure
of components and how DET may improve the surface polish.
If rotary tools and burs are required to establish a homogenous
surface, the component design should account for the estimated
loss of material. The DET rate of material loss should also be
quantified, which may be difficult based on the material and
geometry.
Maintaining the surface topography may be desirable in
some dental implant components, to maximize retention of
prosthesis, while surface finish is required to prevent biofilm
accumulation and the development of inflammation.
The surface polish or smoothness would require further
research through assessment and evaluation with greater
magnification (SEM), a larger sample size, microbiologic and
corrosion assessments.

Conclusions

Dry electropolishing technology seems to provide a surface
polish that seems subtle enough to significantly improve the
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finish, without impacting the structure, topography, fit or
threading of an abutment with a dental implant.
DET technology seems to provide a simple and predictable
post-processing technique that provides surface polishing of
a novel additive manufactured Ti-64 dental implant abutment
that cannot be finished by conventional methods.
Additive manufacturing is having a significant impact on
dentistry and metal AM is beginning to influence implant
dentistry. As technological advances continue, metal AM may
be considered as an alternative workflow for the fabrication of
dental implant components.
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